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organizing these shows is to make up a small circus and
send it from centre to centre in charge of someone who can
demonstrate the simple items of each departmental pro-
gramme—there is nothing complicated about this sort of
show, only just the actual seeds, cattle, methods, etc.,
which you want the people in that particular locality to see
and try at once. The local departmental officers keep an
eye on these shows and turn up from time to time, but with
one expert in charge, local helpers from the schools and
villages, and a trained man for the lantern, cinema, and
wireless, a very successful series of small shows can be run
costing only from Rs. 100-200 each. A special effort should
of course be made to turn the village where the show is
held into a model so that it too may be part of the uplift
demonstration.
Existing melas, religious and other, should be made full
use of. Stage the circus as one of the side-shows, put up
posters, distribute handbills, send round singing parties
with banners and all the usual outfit. The same programme
will do as for village shows except that no money or trouble
need be spent on games and sports to collect the crowd as
that has already been done for you.
Competitions. Prizes and cups for the best zail, best
village, best pakka house and best kachcJia house will
produce very keen competition. The marking system
should be published in advance. The first year it will be
very simple—say, pits, ventilators and well-tops—but as
it develops, every item of the programme can be included
until marks are given for sending girls to school, flowers
and sewing-machines in village homes, stud bulls, cotton
sown in lines and every detail of the programme. Judging
is long and difficult, but it is very well worth while. Car-
loads of judges go from village to village eliminating and

